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Almost all massive stars have bound stellar companions, existing in binaries or higher-order

multiples1–5. While binarity is theorized to be an essential feature of how massive stars form6,

essentially all information about such properties is derived from observations of already

formed stars, whose orbital properties may have evolved since birth. Little is known about
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binarity during formation stages. Here we report high angular resolution observations of

1.3 mm continuum and H30α recombination line emission, which reveal a massive proto-

binary with apparent separation of 180 au at the center of the massive star-forming region

IRAS07299-1651. From the line-of-sight velocity difference of 9.5 km s−1 of the two pro-

tostars, the binary is estimated to have a minimum total mass of 18 solar masses, consistent

with several other metrics, and maximum period of 570 years, assuming a circular orbit. The

H30α line from the primary protostar shows kinematics consistent with rotation along a ring

of radius of 12 au. The observations indicate that disk fragmentation at several hundred au

may have formed the binary, and much smaller disks are feeding the individual protostars.

We observed infrared source IRAS07299-1651, thought to be a massive protostar7 1.68 kpc

away8, with the Atacama Large Millimeter/Submillimeter Array (ALMA; Methods). On ∼ 104 au

scales, the low-resolution (0.22′′ × 0.15′′, i.e., 370 au× 260 au) 1.3 mm continuum image exhibits

several stream-like structures connecting to the central source (Figure 1a). The mass of these

structures > 500 au from the continuum peak is 3.8 − 8.0 M� (Methods). The high angular

resolution (35 mas× 29 mas, i.e., 59 au× 49 au) 1.3 mm continuum observation filters out large-

scale emission and resolves the central peak into two compact, marginally-resolved sources with

an apparent separation of 180 au (Figure 1b). The fluxes of the brighter, western Source A and the

fainter, eastern Source B are 51 and 18 mJy, respectively.

H30α hydrogen recombination line (HRL) emission is detected towards both sources, with

positions and sizes coinciding closely with the continuum emission (Figure 1b). The strong HRL
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emission suggests that the small-scale 1.3 mm continuum has significant contribution from ionized

gas free-free emission, in addition to dust emission (Methods). H30α spectra from the continuum

peak positions are shown in Figure 2. They are well fit (<10% deviation) with Gaussians from

which central velocities are determined to be 15.5 ± 1.1 km s−1 for A and 25.0 ± 1.6 km s−1 for

B (Methods). Source A’s spectrum exhibits slight asymmetry, perhaps caused by small portions of

optically thick gas, or different internal velocity components. Assuming the H30α central veloci-

ties trace the protostar radial velocities (Methods), the velocity difference between the two sources

may then be due to binary orbital motion, and can thus constrain the system mass and orbital

properties.

First assuming circular (zero eccentricity) orbits, expected to be a good approximation for a

binary forming by disk fragmentation, i.e., via accretion of gas on near circular disk orbits6, then

the minimum source separation is their apparent separation a0 = 180 ± 11 au, with uncertainty

dominated by that of source distance8. Combining with the projected velocity difference ∆v =

9.5± 1.9 km s−1, which is the minimum orbital motion velocity, yields a maximum orbital period

P0 = (5.7±1.2)×102 years and minimum total system massM0 = 18.4±7.4M�. For an elliptical

orbit with eccentricity e, the minimum system mass is Mmin = M0/(1 + e). The minimum mass

for a bound system is therefore M0/2 = 9.2 ± 3.7 M�. For circular orbits, Figure 3 displays

allowed distributions of orbital period and system mass, showing how changes in orbital plane

inclination and position angle cause the system mass to be > M0 and the orbital period to be < P0.

Supplementary Figure 1 shows similar distributions for elliptical orbits. Typical example orbits

with e ≤ 0.2 are displayed in Figure 1(c). If the binary center of mass radial velocity is the same as
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the molecular cloud systemic velocity (Vsys = 16.5−18 km s−1), the probable range for the binary

mass ratio is up to ∼ 0.7 (Figure 3c), constrained from the determined source radial velocities

(Methods).

We also use the HRL-derived free-free fluxes to independently estimate protostar masses and

thus further constrain binary orbital properties. We estimate free-free components in the 1.3 mm

continuum to be 39 mJy and 4 mJy in Sources A and B (Methods). If free-free emissions arise

from regions ionized by stellar radiation, implied zero-age main-sequence (ZAMS) masses are

12.5M� (Source A) and 10M� (Source B), i.e., spectral types B0.5 and B1 (Methods), suggesting

indeed two massive stars in formation. However, the protostars may not yet have contracted to

the ZAMS. Then free-free fluxes correspond to masses of 8 − 19 M� for A and 7 − 17 M� for

B (Methods). The concentrated HRL emission morphology suggests the ionized gas is confined

close to the protostars, consistent with theoretical models for the above mass estimates9. The total

system masses from these estimations are also consistent with the minimum mass from orbital

constraints.

As Figure 3 shows, for the system mass of ∼ 22.5 M� estimated from free-free fluxes and

ZAMS models, orbital period P is 510 − 570 yr, orbital plane is close to edge-on (inclination

between orbital plane and sky plane i > 70◦), and orbital plane position angle is similar (within

5◦) to the A-B axis. Considering uncertainties in determination of protostellar masses (15−36M�),

the orbital period can be shorter (∼ 400 yr) and orbital plane inclination can be i > 50◦, but orbital

plane position angle remains within∼ 15◦ relative to the A-B axis. The ranges of orbital properties
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increases if elliptical orbits are considered (see Supplementary Discussion and Supplementary

Figure 1).

The observed H30α line widths (FWHM) of 39 and 55 km s−1 of A and B, are expected

to be dominated by dynamics of turbulence, rotation, inflow or outflow, rather than by thermal

or pressure broadening, unlike lower frequency Hnα (n � 30) lines10. Velocity gradients are

seen, especially around the primary (Supplementary Figures 2 and 3), indicating ordered motion

of ionized gas. To understand such motion around the primary, in each velocity channel with H30α

peak emission > 20σ, a 2D Gaussian fit is performed to determine the emission’s centroid position

(Figure 4 and Methods). Centroid positions show a very organized pattern along a half ellipse with

the center close to the continuum peak. The northern part of the ellipse is blue-shifted; the southern

is red-shifted. The most blue and red-shifted emission is at the ends of the major axis. One way to

explain such a pattern is by an inclined rotating ring: we fit centroid positions and intensities with

such a model (Methods). The best fit model (Figure 4) has a ring with radius Rring = 7 ± 1 mas,

i.e., 12 au, rotating at velocity Vrot = 21± 2 km s−1, corresponding to a central mass of 6± 2M�,

assuming Keplerian rotation.

This dynamic mass of the primary is consistent with the minimum system mass constrained

from orbital motion (assuming similar masses of the binary members). It is somewhat smaller than

that estimated from free-free flux (12.5+6.5
−4.5 M�), so the rotation might be sub-Keplerian. Such a

rotating structure is likely to either be part of the accretion disk that has been ionized11, 12 or from

a slow, rotating ionized disk wind, which have been seen in some other systems13, 14. The small-
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scale dust continuum emissions are found to be optically thick, suggesting structures with high

mass surface densities of∼ 1×102 g cm−2 around the protostars (Methods), which are likely to be

individual circumstellar disks. If the ionized gas ring is confined within an opaque dusty disk that

is thick and flared, due to the inclination, the front side of the ionized ring would be blocked by the

outer part of such disk. This can naturally explain why only the eastern half of the ring, which is

the far side, is seen in H30α emission.

The morphology and kinematics of the large scale structures appear complex, as illustrated

by zeroth and first moment maps of CH3OH line emission (Supplementary Figure 4). We use a

model of rotating-infall15 to explain the kinematic features of one of the main structures (Sup-

plementary Discussion). This model requires a central mass of 27 ± 6 M�, consistent with the

minimum system mass derived from orbital motion and also the total protostellar mass estimated

from free-free emission. The radius of the centrifugal barrier is estimated to be 840 au, moderately

larger than the binary separation, as expected in disk fragmentation models6. A circumbinary disk

may have formed inside the centrifugal barrier, which feeds one or both members of the binary.

However, it is difficult to separate such disk emission from that of the infalling streams due to

projection effects. Also, there is no distinct kinematic signature of a circumbinary disk detected in

CH3OH emission.

Placing our results in context, so far only very few massive protobinary systems have been

identified: IRAS20126+4104 (apparent separation of 850 au) by NIR imaging16, G35.20-0.74

(800 au) and NGC7538-IRS1 (430 au) by cm continuum observations17, 18, and IRAS17216-3801
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(170 au) by NIR interferometry19. Only the separation information was used to define these binary

systems. Our study is the first, to our knowledge, measurement of dynamical constraints on the or-

bit of a forming massive binary. In IRAS07299-1651 we are witnessing massive binary formation

and accretion on multiple spatial scales, from infalling streams at 1, 000− 10, 000 au, to formation

of a massive binary system on 100 − 1, 000 au scales, and to accretion disks feeding individual

stars on 10 au scales.

Overall we consider these results support a scenario of disk fragmentation for massive binary

formation6. First, large-scale structures are seen that are consistent with infall in the core envelope

to a central disk, and the observed separation of the binary is moderately smaller than the inferred

centrifugal barrier. Second, the secondary-to-primary mass ratio is about 0.8 based on free-free

emission and ZAMS models, or up to about 0.7 based on the center of mass velocity, close to

asymptotic values seen in simulations of binary formation via disk fragmentation. This is caused

by the secondary growing preferentially from a circumbinary disk, since it is further from the

center of mass. Production of near equal mass high-mass stars by turbulent fragmentation, i.e.,

independent formation events that happen to form near each other in a bound state, is unlikely,

given the rarity of massive stars. Third, only very few protostellar sources are detected in the region

(Supplementary Discussion and Supplementary Figure 5), rather than a rich cluster of forming

stars, which is consistent with limited fragmentation in Core Accretion models for massive star

formation20, perhaps due to magnetic fields, radiative heating or the tidal fields from an already

formed central massive star or binary. In this case, fragmentation to produce the binary at its

observed scale arises from gravitational instability in a massive disk around the original primary.
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The current circumbinary disk could be much less massive than this earlier disk. A much higher

degree of fragmentation is expected if the region is undergoing widespread turbulent fragmentation

and in Competitive Accretion models of massive star formation21.

There are, however, caveats and open questions associated with the disk fragmentation in-

terpretation. One concerns the potential misalignment between the orbital plane and the rotational

structure around Source A. The angle between these two planes is > 54◦ (Methods). Furthermore,

the projected orientation of the large scale structures appears to be similar to that of the rotational

structure around Source A and different from that of the orbital plane. Such misalignment is often

considered as an indicator of turbulent fragmentation of binary formation. However, it may also

be caused by changes in the orientation of the angular momentum of accreting gas at these vari-

ous scales, perhaps inherited from different infalling components of a turbulent core, where one

expects substructure in the infall envelope22. Indeed the infalling material appears highly struc-

tured and would have different angular momentum directions, so disk orientation should fluctuate

during the formation process. Misalignments between circumbinary and circumstellar disks have

been indicated by recent observations of both low and high-mass sources19, 23. Future observations

may test the disk fragmentation scenario by determining whether the orbit is close to circular or

not. Finally, larger samples need to be observed with these methods to determine how common

these features are during massive star formation.
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Figure 1: Maps of the 1.3 mm continuum and H30α line emissions. a: The low-resolution 1.3

mm continuum emission above 3σ (1σ = 0.1 K, 0.16 mJy beam−1) is shown in color scale on the

background image. The synthesized beam (shown in box in bottom-left corner) is 0.22′′×0.15′′. b:

The high-resolution 1.3 mm continuum map (color scale and thin grey contours) and the H30α line

emission (thick black contours) on small scales revealing a binary system. The continuum contour

levels are 3σ × 2n (n = 0, 1, 2, ...) with 1σ = 1.6 K (0.07 mJy beam−1). The H30α line emission

is integrated in the velocity range of −30 km s−1 < Vlsr < 55 km s−1, and the contour levels are

5σ×2n (n = 0, 1, 2, ...) with 1σ = 280 K km s−1 (13 mJy beam−1 km s−1). The synthesized beam

(shown in bottom-left corner) is 35 mas× 29 mas. c: Examples of possible binary orbits (relative

orbits of Source B with respect to Source A) of different system masses shown in color. Orbits

with system mass ranging from 15 to 35 M� and eccentricity ranging from e = 0 to 0.2 are shown.

The red ellipse around Source A is the rotational structure fitted from H30α emission centroids.

The R.A. and Dec. offsets are relative to the continuum peak position of Source A (7h32m09s.786,

−16◦58′12′′.146).
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Figure 2: H30α line spectra at the continuum peak positions of Source A (panel a) and Source

B (panel b). The r.m.s. noise levels are marked by the error bar in each velocity channel. The

red solid curves are fitted Gaussian profiles with the central velocities indicated by the red dashed

lines. The residual differences between the observed spectra and fitted Gaussian profiles are also

shown below the spectra. The shaded regions indicate the 3σ noise levels.
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Figure 3: Dynamical constraints on the binary properties. a: The distribution of the possible

binary properties in the space of system mass and orbital period. The color shows the inclination of

the orbital plane relative to the plane of sky. Only circular orbits are considered here. The data point

and error bars correspond to the system mass, orbital period, and their 1σ uncertainties, assuming

an edge-on circular orbit with the apparent separation of the two sources as their true separation.

The dashed vertical line and the shaded regions indicate the system mass and its uncertainties

derived from the free-free fluxes (Methods). The solid lines show the locations of orbits with

different separations, as labelled. b: Same as panel a, with the color showing the position angle

of the intersection line between the orbital plane and the sky plane, with respect to the position

angle of the line connecting Source A and B. c: The dependence of binary mass ratio (MB/MA)

on the center of mass radial velocity, calculated from the source radial velocities and uncertainties.

The solid black curve and the dark shaded region show this relation with vA = 15.5± 1.1 km s−1,

and the dashed black curve and the light shaded region show this relation with vA = 14.5 ±

1.1 km s−1 (Methods). The blue region between the two vertical dashed lines shows the range of

cloud systemic velocities measured from various molecular lines. The solid red line and the red

region show the mass ratio derived from free-free fluxes and its uncertainties.
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Figure 4: Distributions of the H30α emission centroids in Source A and comparison with

the model. a: Spatial distribution of the H30α emission centroids in Source A in each velocity

channel. The centroids (triangles with error bars) are determined by a 2D Gaussian fit to the H30α

emission in each channel. The error bars show 1σ uncertainties from 2D Gaussian fitting. Only

channels with peak H30α intensities higher than 20σ (1σ = 1.8 mJy beam−1) are included. The

R.A. and Dec. offsets are relative to the continuum peak position. Line-of-sight velocities are

shown by the color scale. The colored circles are the predicted centroid distribution of the best fit

model of an inclined rotating ring. The actual projected shape of the best fit ring is shown by the

black ellipse, where the emission comes from the eastern half (the solid half). The center of the

fitted ring is marked by the star. b: Distances of the centroids from the continuum peak position

with their line-of-sight velocities, compared with the best-fit model. The meaning of the symbols

are same as those in panel a. c: Scaled centroid intensities and scaled 1σ noise (triangles with error

bars) compared with the prediction of the best-fit model (the solid curve).
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Methods

Observations. The observations were carried out with ALMA in Band 6 on April 3, 2016 with

the C36-3 configuration, on September 17, 2016 with the C36-6 configuration, and on September

23, 2017 with the C40-9 configuration. The total integration time is 3, 6, and 18 min in the

three configurations. 36 antennas with baselines ranging from 15 to 462 m were in the C36-3

configuration, 36 antennas with baselines ranging from 15 m to 3.2 km were used in the C36-

6 configuration, and 40 antennas with baselines ranging from 41 m to 12 km were used in the

C40-9 configuration. J0750+1231 was used for bandpass and flux calibration, while J0730-1141

and J0746-1555 were used as phase calibrators. The source was observed with single pointings,

and the primary beam size (half power beam width) was 22.9′′. The data from C36-3 and C36-6

configurations were combined (referred to as “low-resolution” data), while the data from C40-9

configuration (referred to as the “high-resolution” data) were not combined with other data, in

order to emphasize the small-scale structures. The largest recoverable scales of the low- and high-

resolution data are about 11′′ and 3.9′′, respectively. A spectral window with a bandwidth of 2 GHz

was used to map the 1.3 mm continuum. The H30α line was observed with velocity resolution of

about 0.7 km s−1, and the molecular lines with about 0.2 km s−1. The molecular lines are only

detected in the low-resolution observation, and here we only show the CH3OH 4(2, 2) − 3(1, 2)

line data, as other detected molecular lines such as the H2CO 3(2, 1) − 2(2, 0) line and the C18O

(2− 1) line show similar behaviors.

The data were calibrated and imaged with Common Astronomy Software Applications (CASA)24.

Self-calibration was applied to both the continuum and line data by using the continuum data af-
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ter the normal calibration. The self-calibration was performed for the data of three configurations

separately. CASA task clean was used to image the data, using robust weighting with the robust

parameter of 0.5. The resultant synthesized beams are 0.035′′ × 0.029′′ for the high resolution

continuum data, 0.035′′×0.030′′ for the high resolution H30α data, 0.22′′×0.15′′ for the low reso-

lution continuum data, and 0.25′′×0.17′′ for the low-resolution CH3OH data. The continuum peaks

of the two sources are derived to be at (α2000, δ2000)Source A = (7h32m09s.786, −16◦58′12′′.146)

and (α2000, δ2000)Source B = (7h32m09s.793, −16◦58′12′′.196) from the high-resolution data using

CASA task imfit.

Estimating the line-of-sight velocities of the protostars. We fit the H30α spectra at the contin-

uum peak positions of the two sources with Gaussian profiles to determine the central velocities.

The uncertainties are estimated by adding random noise (same as the r.m.s noise level of each

channel) to the fitted Gaussian profiles, repeating the fitting many times, and calculating the stan-

dard deviation of the fitted central velocities. For Source A, the spectrum deviates slightly from

a symmetric profile, but the fractional difference of the data from the best-fit Gaussian profile is

only 7.8% (only the parts which have deviations > 3σ are included). For Source B, the deviations

of the data from the Gaussian profile are all within the 3σ level. The determined central velocities

are vA = 15.5± 0.064 km s−1 for Source A and vB = 25± 1.2 km s−1 for Source B.

For Source A, we further add some perturbation on the fitted Gaussian profile to simulate the

effects of the asymmetry on the central velocity determination. The perturbation has a form of sine
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function with a random phase,

I(v) = G(v)

[
1 + A sin

(
v

v0

+ φ

)]
, (1)

where G(v) is the fitted Gaussian profile. From the residual of the Gaussian fitting (Figure 2a),

the perturbation amplitude A is around 0.15 and the perturbation period v0 is about 35 km s−1.

We then add this perturbation with φ randomly distributed between 0 and 2π, A randomly dis-

tributed from 0.1 to 0.3, and v0 randomly distributed from 25 to 50 km/s, to the best-fit Gaussian

profile, in addition to random noise, and perform Gaussian fitting many times to determine the stan-

dard deviation of the fitted central velocities of the simulated spectra. The resultant uncertainty is

1.1 km s−1, which is significantly larger than the uncertainty 0.064 km s−1 from the pure Gaussian

fitting, suggesting the spectrum asymmetry is the dominant source of the error of the central ve-

locity. We also perform Gaussian fitting to only the wing parts of the spectrum (Vlsr < 0 km s−1 or

Vlsr > 30 km s−1), and also the overall spectrum within a radius of 0.03′′ from the continuum peak

position, the fitted central velocities are both 14.5 km s−1. The differences of these measurements

to the above determined central velocity are ∼ 1 km s−1. So an uncertainty of 1.1 km s−1 for

source A is reasonable. Therefore, we adopt vA = 15.5 ± 1.1 km s−1 as the velocity of Source A

spectrum. Due to relatively low S/N radio, Source B’s spectrum appears to be quite symmetric.

However, if we allow similar uncertainty from potential asymmetry in Source B’s spectrum, the

central velocity of Source B should be vB = 25 ± 1.6 km s−1. Here the uncertainty 1.6 km s−1

combines the uncertainty from possible asymmetry (1.1 km s−1) and the uncertainty from original

Gaussian fitting (1.2 km s−1) following error propagation. The velocity difference between the two

central velocities is then ∆v ≡ |vA − vB| = 9.5± 1.9 km s−1.
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We assume that the measured H30α central velocities are a good measure of the true source

velocities. Previous arcsec-resolution mm HRL observations towards massive protostars provide

different results about whether the HRL central velocities can trace the source velocities. Some

studies show that HRL central velocities may be offset from the molecular gas velocities25 by

2−20 km s−1, or different HRLs of same source have central velocities different26 by∼ 5 km s−1,

while some studies show that multiple HRLs have same central velocities which are consistent

with the source velocity based on modeling13. However, there was no mm HRL observation with

a spatial resolution < 100 au previously. With such high resolution, the HII regions in this source

are still not resolved, suggesting an extremely early nature of the HII regions. As we show below,

the H30α emission mostly traces the disk with motions dominated by the disk rotation, rather than

outflow, which can exhibit more complicated velocity structures. In such a case we expect the

central velocities of the H30α lines can better trace the source velocities. Previous single dish

observations of H110α line towards these sources27 show a central velocity of 14.6± 1.6 km s−1,

which is consistent with the H30α central velocity of Source A, which should dominate the HRL

emissions in low-resolution observations. In addition, in this source, the cloud velocities (16.5 −

18 km s−1; see below), lie between the determined velocities of Sources A and B, which is not

expected if there are large offsets between the source velocities and the central velocities of H30α

spectra.

We note that, since the source A spectrum shows stronger red-shifted emission than blue-

shifted emission, the true source velocity is more likely to be blue-shifted compared to the fitted

central velocity. This indicates the velocity difference between Source A and B is more likely to
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be even higher than estimated. Since we use the velocity difference to derive a minimum mass of

the binary system, the mass constraints are rather robust even considering such possible offset in

velocity determination.

Constraining the binary mass ratio from the source radial velocities. Previous single dish

observations of molecular lines27, 28 showed systemic velocities of the surrounding molecular gas

are about 16.5− 17 km s−1. Gaussian fitting to the spectra of the CH3OH 4(2, 2)− 3(1, 2), H2CO

3(2, 1) − 2(2, 0), and C18O (2 − 1) lines in our ALMA data give systemic velocities of 17 −

18 km s−1. These spectra are averaged with a radius of 3′′ from the central sources with our most

compact configuration ALMA data. If we adopt the cloud systemic velocity (16.5 − 18 km s−1)

as the radial velocity of the binary center of mass, we can estimate the binary mass ratio from the

radial velocities of the members vA = 15.5±1.1 km s−1 and vB = 25±1.6 km s−1. As Figure 3(c)

shows, the secondary-to-primary mass ratio ranges from 0.12 ± 0.13 with a center of mass radial

velocity of vCM = 16.5 km s−1, to 0.36 ± 0.18 with vCM = 18 km s−1. As discussed above, the

radial velocity of Source A is more likely to be blue-shifted compared to the fitted central velocity

vA = 15.5 km s−1, which suggests that the mass ratio is more likely to be higher than estimated

above. For example, with vA = 14.5 ± 1.1 km s−1 (e.g., fit from the overall spectrum), the mass

ratio ranges from 0.24± 0.14 with vCM = 16.5 km s−1, to 0.50± 0.19 with vCM = 18 km s−1.

Estimating free-free and dust contributions in the 1.3 mm continuum emission. The observed

1.3 mm continuum emission may contain both free-free emission from ionized gas around the

massive protostar and dust emission from dense molecular gas components. The same ionized gas

also emits Hydrogen recombination lines (HRLs). We first use the continuum-subtracted H30α
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HRL intensity to estimate free-free continuum level, and then estimate dust continuum level by

subtracting the free-free component from the observed 1.3 mm continuum emission.

Assuming both H30α line and 1.3 mm free-free continuum are optically thin, and under

the condition of local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE; which is indicated by the approximately

Gaussian profiles of the observed H30α spectra), the ratio between H30α peak intensity and free-

free continuum intensity is derived to be29

TH30α

Tff,1.3mm

= 4.395× 106

(
Te

K

)−1(
∆v

km s−1

)−1 [
1.5 ln

(
Te

K

)
− 8.443

]−1
[

1 +
N
(
He+

)
N (H+)

]−1

,

(2)

where Te is the electron temperature in the ionized gas, and ∆v is the H30α line width (FWHM).

The last term is caused by the fact that He+ contributes to the free-free emission but not to the

HRL, and typically30 N
(
He+

)
/N (H+) = 0.08. Assuming a typical ionized gas temperature10

of Te = 8000 K, for Source A, with ∆v = 39 km s−1 (from Gaussian fitting of the spectrum),

we obtain TH30α/Tff,1.3mm = 2.6, which converts to a free-free contribution of about 77% in the

total 1.3 mm continuum, based on the observed line-to-continuum intensity ratio of 2. For Source

B, with ∆v = 55 km s−1, TH30α/Tff,1.3mm = 1.8, which converts to a free-free contribution of

about 22% in the total 1.3 mm continuum, based on the observed line-to-continuum intensity ratio

of about 0.4. These results suggest that, for Source A, with a total continuum flux of 51 mJy,

the dust and free-free emission fluxes are 12 mJy and 39 mJy, respectively. For Source B, with a

total continuum flux of 18 mJy, the dust and free-free fluxes are 14 mJy and 4 mJy, respectively.

Supplementary Figure 6 shows the dependence of the estimated free-free emissions on the assumed

ionized gas temperature Te. For Source A, the free-free contribution to the 1.3 mm continuum
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ranges from about 50% at Te = 6, 000 K to 100% at Te = 10, 000 K, which is thus the upper limit

for the ionized gas temperature in this source. For Source B, the free-free contribution ranges from

16% at Te = 6, 000 K to 40% at Te = 12, 000 K. However, as we will show below, such changes

of the free-free emission do not affect the protostellar mass estimates very much.

For optically thin emissions, TH30α = TeτH30α and Tff,1.3mm = Teτff,1.3mm. For Source A,

the possible maximum Tff,1.3mm is the measured continuum intensity 1, 000 K. With the mea-

sured TH30α = 2, 000 K, and assumed Te = 8, 000 K, the free-free and H30α optical depths are

τff,1.3mm < 0.13 and τH30α = 0.25. Similar considerations give τff,1.3mm = 0.05 and τH30α = 0.02

for Source B. Therefore the optically thin assumptions are indeed reasonably valid. Without addi-

tional continuum observations at other frequencies, it is difficult to separate the free-free and dust

components more accurately.

Estimating protostellar masses from free-free fluxes. Using the derived free-free fluxes (39 mJy

for Source A and 4 mJy for Source B), we estimate31 the hydrogen-ionizing photon rates of Sources

A and B to be 1.5× 1046 s−1 and 1.7× 1045 s−1, respectively, assuming the free-free emissions are

from locally photoionized regions that are spherical with a uniform electron density and a tempera-

ture of Te = 8, 000 K. For ZAMS stars, these estimated ionizing photon rates correspond to stellar

masses of about 12.5 M� and 10 M�, i.e., spectral types B0.5 and B132–35. The luminosities32 of

12.5 M� and 10 M� ZAMS stars are 1 × 104 L� and 5 × 103 L�, whose sum is consistent with

the (1 − 4) × 104 L� estimate for the total bolometric luminosity of this system7. For protostars

yet to reach the main sequence, e.g., due to different accretion histories, the same ionizing photon

rates can correspond to wider ranges of protostellar masses. According to protostellar evolution
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calculations with various accretion histories from different initial and environmental conditions

for massive star formation9, 36, such ionizing photon rates correspond to protostellar mass ranges

of 8− 19 M� for Source A and 7− 17 M� for Source B. We use these ranges as the uncertainties

of the mass estimates from the free-free fluxes. As Supplementary Figure 6 shows, the estimated

ionizing photon rates and the (proto)stellar masses only have very weak dependences on the as-

sumed electron temperature Te, which lead to uncertainties much smaller than that brought about

by different protostellar evolution histories. If dust grains survive in the ionized region, then the

ionizing photon rates and stellar masses derived above are likely to be lower limits, due to absorp-

tion of Lyman continuum photons by the dust. However, the total bolometric luminosity of this

system7 of (1 − 4) × 104 L� limits the masses of the individual protostars < 20 M� according

to both ZAMS models32 and protostellar evolution models36. From the estimated ionizing photon

rates, for an ionized region of 0.03′′ (50 au, i.e., the size of the resolution beam), we also estimate

the electron densities to be 1.6× 107 cm−3 and 5.5× 106 cm−3 for Source A and B, respectively,

and emission measures of EM = 6.7× 1010 and 7.4× 109 pc cm−6. These values will be higher

if the size of the ionized regions are even smaller.

Note that the ratio between the derived ZAMS masses of the two sources is 0.8, higher than

that constrained from the center of mass velocity analysis (< 0.50 ± 0.19). However, consid-

ering the large uncertainties in mass determination from the free-free fluxes, the possible range

of the mass ratio constrained from the free-free fluxes has significant overlap with the mass ratio

constrained from the center of mass velocity analysis (Figure 3c). Possible differences between

the mass ratio determined by these two methods may be caused by the uncertainties in estimating
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ionizing photon rates from the free-free fluxes, the uncertainties of different ZAMS or protostellar

models, and/or possible velocity difference between the binary center of mass velocity and the

cloud velocity. For a mass ratio of 0.8, the center of mass radial velocity is 19.7 ± 0.9 km s−1,

offset from the observed cloud velocity by ∼ 1 km s−1, which may be possible for star formation

from a turbulent clump with about this level of velocity dispersion.

Estimating ambient gas mass from dust continuum emission. The derived dust continuum

fluxes can be used to constrain the mass of the surrounding gas of the protostars. For the large

scale (104 au) dust continuum emission, we can assume the dust is optically thin at 1.3 mm and

well-mixed with the gas. The gas mass can then be estimated with the equation

M =
D2Fdust,1.3mm

κ1.3mmB(Tdust)
, (3)

where D = 1, 680 pc is the distance to the source, Fdust,1.3mm is the estimated dust continuum

emission flux, and B(T ) is the Planck function. For Tdust = 50 − 100 K, which is consistent

with the results of dust continuum radiative transfer simulations for massive star formation37 and

observations38, and an opacity39 of κ1.3mm = 0.00899 cm2 g−1 with a standard gas-to-dust mass

ratio of 100 included, which is suitable for dense cores in molecular clouds, the mass of this

ambient gas is estimated to be 3.8 − 8 M� from the measured total flux of 0.39 Jy (excluding the

emission within the central 0.3′′ radius). This is likely to be a lower-limit due to the spatial filtering

of the extended emission in the interferometric observation.

For the small-scale (100 au) continuum emission around the two protostars, the dust contin-

uum emission is likely to be optically thick. According to radiative transfer simulations for massive
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star formation, the dust temperature within about 100 au from 10− 12 M� protostars can be a few

hundreds of K37. The measured continuum peak brightness temperatures are 1,000 K and 360 K

for Source A and B, and considering the above derived fractions of 23% and 78% for dust emission

in the two sources, the dust emission brightness temperature of Source A and B should be about

230 K and 280 K, respectively, consistent with the expected dust temperatures from the theoretical

models, suggesting that the 1.3 mm dust emission at 100 au scale is likely to be optically thick. In

fact, the radiative transfer simulations show that typical optical depths40 of accretion disks around

massive protostars from 10 to 100 au are about 0.5− 2. If assuming a dust optical depth of τ = 1

at 1.3 mm, with the same opacity κ1.3mm = 0.00899 cm2 g−1, the column density of the gas sur-

rounding the protostar is about 1.1 × 102 g cm−2, which corresponds to a mass of 0.1 M� within

a radius of 50 au.

Determining the H30α emission centroids. For the velocity channels with peak H30α inten-

sities > 20σ (1σ = 1.8 mJy beam−1 for a velocity channel width of 0.63 km s−1), we fit the

continuum-subtracted H30α images with Gaussian ellipses to determine the emission centroid po-

sition of Source A at each velocity. During the Gaussian ellipse fitting, a region with a radius of

50 mas centered at Source B is masked to exclude influence from this source. The accuracy of

the centroid position is affected by the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of the data, described by the

relation14, 41 ∆θfit = θbeam/(2 S/N), where θbeam is the resolution beam size, for which we adopt

the major axis of the resolution beam θbeam = 35 mas (59 au). The phase noise in the passband

data also introduces an additional error to the centroid positions through passband calibrations14.

The phase noise in the passband calibrator J0750+1231 is found to be ∆φ = 5.3◦ after smoothing
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of 4 channels. Such smoothing is the same as that used in deriving the passband calibration solu-

tions. The additional position error is ∆θbandpass = θbeam(∆φ/360◦) and the uncertainties in the

centroid positions are ∆θcentroid =
√

∆θ2
fit + ∆θ2

bandpass. The positions of these centroids and their

uncertainties are shown in Figure 4.

Model fitting of the H30α emission centroids. We fit the H30α emission centroids of Source A

with a model of a rotating ring, described by seven free parameters: the radius of the rotating ring

Rring; its systemic velocity Vsys; its rotation velocity Vrot; the position of the ring center (x0, y0)

with respect to the continuum peak; the inclination of the ring with respect to the line of sight θ;

and the position angle of the projected major axis of the ring relative to north ψ. In the model, we

assume only half of the ring is emitting H30α emission (see the main text). For each set of the

parameters, we convolve the half-ring structure with a Gaussian profile of FWHM of 19 km s−1

(for thermal broadening of ionized gas with Te = 8, 000 K) in velocity space and convolve with

the resolution beam (35′′ × 30′′) in position space to build a simulated data cube. We then perform

2D Gaussian fitting to the channel maps of the simulated data cube to obtain the model centroid

positions and intensities. The best-fit model was obtained by varying the input parameters within

reasonable ranges, and minimizing the value of

χ2 =
wpos

N

∑ (xmodel − xcentroid)2 + (ymodel − ycentroid)2

∆θ2
centroid

(4)

+
wint

N

∑ (Imodel − Icentroid)2

σ2
centroid

, (5)

where (xmodel, ymodel) and (xcentroid, ycentroid) are the positions of the model centroids and observed

centroids at each velocity channel, ∆θcentroid is the uncertainty of the determined centroid position,

Imodel and Icentroid are the centroid intensities of the model and observation normalized by the
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integrated intensities, σcentroid is the normalized observed intensity noise. The summation is over

all the possible velocity channels, with N being the total number of the channels. Since we only

focus on the geometry and kinematics of the rotating structure and do not attempt to reproduce the

line profile, we only include the second part in the χ2 to constrain the line width rather than the

detailed line profile. Therefore, we use weights of wpos = 0.9 and wint = 0.1 in the fitting.

The fitting gives Rring = 7 ± 1 mas, Vsys = 14 ± 1 km s−1, Vrot = 21 ± 2 km s−1, x0 =

−1.3+0.6
−0.1 mas, y0 = 0.1+0.4

−0.6 mas, θ = 40+4
−8 deg, and ψ = 19± 6 deg. The best model has χ2

min =

1.9. The uncertainty of each parameter is estimated using the parameter range of models with

χ2 ≤ 3 while keeping other parameters unchanged. The rotation velocity and radius correspond to

a dynamical mass of 6±2M�, if assuming Keplerian rotation. From the current data, it is difficult

to further constrain the radial motion of the ring structure in addition to its rotation.

We emphasize that this model is designed to be exemplary and illustrative, with an idealized

setup with minimum number of parameters. The goal of this model is to show that the H30α emis-

sion can be explained by disk rotation at a 12 au radius in Source A. Other parameters estimated

from the model fitting are less robust. For example, if the other side of the ring is not completely

blocked as we assumed but only extincted to some level, the ring should have a higher inclination

angle θ than we currently estimated. In such a case, the central mass would also be higher. In our

simple model, we also assumed the H30α emission comes from a thin annulus, however, it is also

possible that it could emerge from a broader range of disk radii. However, at positions closer to

the protostar, we do not detect higher-velocity emissions, which makes it impossible to explore the

rotation velocity profile with radius to confirm whether it is Keplerian or not42, 43. It is possible that
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the inner region of the disk that would have even higher rotation velocities is also blocked by the

outer part of a flared opaque dusty disk.

Estimating the angles between the orbital plane, the Source A disk plane, and the large scale

streams. The position angle of the rotational structure around Source A (ψring ≈ 20◦ with respect

to north) is almost perpendicular to the position angle ψorbit of the binary orbital plane (close to

the direction of the line connecting the two sources). Considering the inclinations of Source A

rotational structure and the binary orbital plane, the angle between the two planes (i.e., the angle

between the angular momentum directions of the orbital motion and the rotation around Source A)

is

cosα = cos θring sin iorbit sinψring sinψorbit

+ cos θring sin iorbit cosψring cosψorbit

+ sin θring cos iorbit, (6)

where θring = 40+4
−8 deg is the inclination of Source A ring structure to the line of sight, ψring =

19 ± 6 deg is the position angle of the ring structure, iorbit > 50◦ is the inclination of the orbital

plane with the plane of sky, and ψorbit is the position angle of the orbital plane, which is within

15◦ from the direction of the line connecting the two sources, i.e., 101◦ < ψorbit < 131◦ (see

Supplementary Discussion). From these values, we estimate that α > 54◦. If we assume that the

binary orbital plane has the same inclination and position angle as the Source A disk (inclination of

∼ 40◦ and position angle of ∼ 20◦), the dynamical mass of the binary system would be > 45 M�

with e < 0.9, or > 156 M� with e < 0.5. Therefore it indeed requires an unreasonable system

mass, which is much larger than those estimated from the free-free fluxes, disk model and infall
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model, for the orbital plane to be aligned with the Source A disk plane. However, we note that

these results can be affected by the simplified and idealized model fitting for the rotational structure

around Source A. Thus we do not consider this estimation to be very robust. The observed direction

of the large scale structures appears to be similar to that of the rotational structure around Source

A. In the mid-IR, this source shows 104 au-scale emission elongated in the NW-SE direction7,

indicating an outflow cavity (shared by the binary) has formed in the direction perpendicular to the

large-scale infalling streams. However, no molecular outflows are reported so far from this source

to confirm the outflow direction.

Data avalability. This paper makes use of the following ALMA data: ADS/JAO.ALMA#2015.1.01454.S,

ADS/JAO.ALMA#2016.1.00125.S. The data are available at https://almascience.nao.ac.jp/aq by

setting the observation codes. The data that support the plots within this paper and other findings

of this study are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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